[Methods for training of robot-assisted radical prostatectomy].
Robotic surgery is a future method of minimal invasive surgery. Robot-assisted radical prostatectomy (RARP) is a common method of surgical treatment of prostate cancer. Due to significant differences of the surgical technique of RARP compared to open or laparoscopic radical prostatectomy (LRP) new methods of training are needed. At the moment there are many opinions how to train physicians best. Which model is the most effective one remains nowadays controversial. Analyze currently available data of training methods of RARP. Determine the most effective training model and evaluate its advantages and disadvantages. Establish a standardized plan and criteria for proper training and certification of the entire surgical team. Literature review based on PubMed database, Web of Science and Scopus by keywords: robot-assisted radical prostatectomy, training of robot-assisted prostatectomy, training in robot-assisted operations, a learning curve of robot-assisted prostatectomy, virtual reality simulators (VR-simulators) in surgery. According to the literature in average 18 to 45 procedures are required for a surgeon to achieve the plateau of the learning curve of the RARP. Parallel training, pre-operative warm-up and the use of virtual reality simulators (VR-simulators) can significantly increase the learning curve. There are many described models of RARP training. The absence of accepted criteria of evaluation of the learning curve does not allow to use this parameter as a guide for the surgeon's experience. Proper training of robotic surgeons is necessary and requires new methods of training. There are different types of training programs. In our opinion the most effective training program is when a surgeon observes the performance of tasks or any steps of operation on the VR-simulator, then he performs them and analyzes mistakes by video recording. Then the surgeon observes real operations and performs some steps of the operation which are already leant on the simulator under supervision of the mentor and analyzes mistakes by video recording. Thus, mastering first the simple stages under supervision of a mentor, the surgeon effectively adopts the surgical experience from him. It is necessary to train not only the surgeons but also the entire surgical team.